Pioneers Alliance Conservation Practitioner
Wood River Land Trust
Hailey, ID
May – August 2016
The Pioneers Alliance is seeking a Conservation Practitioner with a background and
interest in conservation for a variety of stewardship and outreach projects. This position
offers the opportunity to learn about conservation partnerships and land management in a
hands-on setting. The Pioneers Alliance is a partnership of non-profit organizations,
landowners, public agencies, and community members that preserve natural resources
and cultural heritage of the Pioneer Mountains – Craters of the Moon landscape. The
position is located in scenic south-central Idaho, near Sun Valley and the Sawtooth
Wilderness Area.
Duties:
 Coordinate and perform land management and stewardship activities with private
landowners, governmental agencies, non-profit organizations, and the public;
 Duties will include includes weed control (physical removal & herbicide application),
trail maintenance, fence work, restoration projects, and other maintenance;
 Coordinate with other seasonal staff and volunteers;
 Collect monitoring data, including photopoints, vegetation data, and other biological
data as assigned;
 Assist with the coordination of public outreach events, such as the Pioneers Bike Tour
and Hiking Series;
 Assist in communications as needed about the Pioneer’s Alliance through the use of
blogs, P.A. website, photos, and other communication tools for outreach.
 Perform other tasks as necessary, such as leading livestock management, coordinating
volunteers, and events assistance
Requirements:
 Physical, outdoor labor as well as flexible work on occasional evenings/weekends
 A driver’s license and good driving record (vehicle may be provided for work use)
 Ability to work with people in groups and with individuals
Preferred Qualifications:
 Educational background in natural resources or similar field
 Interest in land management and stewardship
 Strong verbal communication and writing skills
 Experience with GPS and conservation outreach
To Apply:
Send cover letter, resume, and contact information for three professional references by
March 25, 2016 to Keri York at kyork@woodriverlandtrust.org
This is a 3-month position with a start date in May or June. This position is 35-40 hours
per week, with a somewhat flexible schedule, including several weekend and evening
events. Compensation is $2,000 per month; housing may be provided.

